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 This shows that SARS CoV-2 affects sensory neurons because loss of 

taste and smell is one of the most obvious symptoms of COVID-19 

infection. It is therefore thought that the same virus might harm other 

senses, like hearing. The evaluation of the auditory condition initially 

necessitates knowing the hearing thresholds (sound intensity) in the 

ranges of the audible speech frequencies, which is what pure tone 

audiometry treats. This is in contrast to taste and smell, which do not 

require measuring tools because they are extremely obvious indications 

(PTA). 
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1. Introduction 

One large viral family that can infect both humans and animals is the coronaviruses. Seven coronaviruses 

may infect people worldwide; however, the four most common coronaviruses in humans are 229E, NL63, 

OC43, and HKUI. They frequently result in respiratory infections that range in severity from the common 

cold to more severe conditions like Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) and Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), as well as the recently discovered coronavirus (SARS CoV-2) that produces 

COVID-19 disease. The WHO previously classified the condition as Novel Coronavirus-Infected 

Pneumonia (NCIP), and the virus was given the designation 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) [1], [2]. 

In December 2019, a COVID-19 epidemic brought on by the 2019 new coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) erupted 

in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China, and has subsequently been dubbed a pandemic. Positive-stranded RNA 

viruses called coronaviruses infect a wide range of mammalian and avian species. Because of the spike-like 

glycoprotein projections on their membrane that resemble a crown when viewed via an electron 

microscope, coronaviruses got their name [3]. Although sensorineural hearing loss has been identified as 

the most common cause of hearing loss in these patients, conductive hearing loss has also been noted in a 

few of them [4], [5]. Some theories that have been put forth to explain why the ear becomes involved after 

SARS CoV-2 infection include immune-mediated damage, haematogenous propagation, the ischemia 

theory, inflammation of auditory pathway components, and the presence of angiotensin converting enzyme 

receptors (ACE2) receptors in neuronal cells [6], [7]. 

 

2. Material and methods 

The study included 50 people with COVID-19 infection ranging in age from 19 to 45 years old, with a 

mean age of 31.7 7.8 years. All individuals were thoroughly questioned, assessed, and examined by a group 

of ENT experts. 
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Before the PTA test, all participants underwent otoscopy and tympanometry checks to rule out excess wax, 

which can impede hearing, as well as checks for issues with the middle ear, ear canal, and eardrum. 

 

2.1 Exclusion criteria 

1. Ages > 45 years to exclude age related hearing loss. 

2. Ages < 15 years to get more precise results considering that COVID-19 infection is less common 

prevalent in child age group. 

3. History of ear surgery, noise exposure, blast injuries, ear and head trauma, and recurrent ear 

infections. 

4. The use of ototoxic drugs (e.g., furosemide, aminoglycosides, chemotherapy, and quinine). 

5. Family history of hearing problem. 

6. Duration of hearing loss less than two week 

 

2.2 PTA Measurements 

The kind, severity, and side (unilateral or bilateral) of a hearing loss are all evaluated by pure-tone 

audiometry, which also includes air- and bone-conduction testing. A bone conductor and headphones/insert 

earphones were used to measure the pure-tone hearing thresholds (the lowest decibel hearing level [dB HL] 

at which the patient recognizes the pure tone at least 50% of the time) in clinical settings at frequencies 

between 250 and 8000 Hz, which are crucial for interpreting speech [10]. 

 

In the current study, testing for hearing loss was conducted in Al Yarmouk Teaching Hospital using the 

Optometric Madsen A450 Type 1081 fig. 3.1, which was produced by Natus Medical Denmark, ApS 

Hoerskaetten 9, 2630 Taastrup. 

 

3. Result and discussion 

There is no discernible age variance in table 1 at all. Close ages were chosen to limit the impact of age on 

hearing levels because it is known that age affects the effectiveness of hearing. The mean age was 31.7 7.8 

(19-45 years) young [8], [9]. There was no discernible difference between the genders in the sample, which 

had a gender makeup of 21 (42%) male and 29 (58%) female. Hearing levels are not greatly influenced by 

gender [13]. In addition, 90% of the homes were in urban areas and 10% were in rural ones. Ten men and 

two women that participated in the study smoked. There was no hearing loss in smokers. 

 

Table 1 Distributions of the Study population according to the demographic characteristics and general 

health 

 COVID-19 

No % 

Age (years) <20years 2 4.0 

20---29 14 34.0 

30---39 20 40.0 

=>40years 11 22.0 

Mean±SD (Range) 31.7±7.8 
(19-45) 

Gender Male 21 42.0 

Female 29 58.0 
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Residence Urban 45 90.0 

Rural 5 10.0 

Other diseases Hypertension 2 4.0 

Diabetes 1 2.0 

No 47 94.0 

Smoking Yes 12 24.0 

No 38 76.0 

 

4. Outcomes Hearing Status 

Out of 50 COVID-19-infected patients, we discovered 6 (12%) had acute sensory hearing loss. SARS-

negative CoV-2's impact on the cochlea's outer hair cells could be the cause of SSNHL [10]. Viral infection 

COVID-19 enters the body via the respiratory system. Angiotensin converting enzyme 2 of the respiratory 

tract is where COVID-19 enters cells (ACE2). The hearing midpoint is located in the temporal area of the 

brain. Additionally, the temporal lobe of the brain contains ACE2. Therefore, COVID-19 transmission 

might be in danger. The temporal lobe or its environs are under the virus's control, which results in an 

overproduction of cytokines. As a result, it can harm your hearing permanently by accelerating oxidative 

decay [11]. This result closely consistent with the studies [10], [12], [13] that reached similar finding. 

 

Table 2. shows the percentage of people who have hearing loss, the side of the affected ear, and the type of 

hearing loss, sudden or gradual 

 COVID-19 

No % 

Hearing loss Yes 6 12.0 

No 44 88.0 

Hearing loss Sudden 6 12.0 

Gradual - - 

Side affected Right - - 

Left - - 

Bilateral 6 12.0 

 

5. Frequency of hearing threshold among study population  

The degree and prevalence of hearing loss are shown in Table 3. We found that 3 patients (6%) had high-

frequency hearing loss (4000–8000 Hz). This result agrees with that of [14], who found that COVID-19 can 

harm the cochlea, particularly at high frequencies. One patient (2%) had flat frequency hearing loss, 

meaning all frequencies affected were 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000 Hz. We found two patients 

(12.2%) with mild and high frequency hearing loss (1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000) and one patient (2%) with 

this type of hearing loss. We discovered that 44 individuals, or 88%, had normal hearing frequencies. 

 

6. Severity of hearing threshold among study population 

The severity of hearing loss is represented in Table 3. Four patients (8%) had mild hearing loss (25-40 dB), 

one patient (2%) had severe hearing loss (i.e., hearing severity between 60 and 80 dB), and 44 patients had 

normal hearing severity (severity of hearing 0-25dB). 
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Table 3. show the types of hearing loss and types of severity loss 

 COVID-19 

No % 

Type of hearing loss  Conductive - - 

Sensorineural 6 12.0 

Mixed - - 

Normal 44 88.0 

Type of frequency loss  High 3 6.0 

Mild & High 2 4.0 

Flat 1 2.0 

Normal 44 88.0 

Types of severity of loss  Severe 1 2.0 

Moderate 1 2.0 

Mild 4 8.0 

Normal 44 88.0 

 

7. Conclusion 

It was discovered in this study that there is a gradual elevation of hearing thresholds above normal range 

towards the higher frequencies especially 2000,4000,8000 Hz in both ears, severity of hearing loss was 

most in 25-40dB and hearing loss in all patients was sensorineural herring loss. 

 

Hearing loss was 6% out 50 patient so it can be said that there is no severe effect of COVID-19 on hearing 

efficiency. 
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